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Attention!
The information contained in this material is for informational purposes only and does
not constitute bidding or investment advice.

The owners of the Green Watt Project and the Green Watt Project are not
responsible for the investment decision made based on this publication and its
implications.

The information and analysis provided by the owners of the Green Watt Project and
Green Watt Project reflects the privacy of the authors, the published writings do not
implement the CXXXVIII. Section 4 (2) of the Act (Bszt.). investment analysis in
accordance with point 8 and investment advice in accordance with point 9.

In making any investment decision, the suitability of a particular investment can only
be determined through a personalized examination of the investor, which is not
undertaken by the owners of the Green Watt Project and the Green Watt Project.

For this reason, before each investment decision, find out in detail and from several
sources, and if necessary, consult a personal investment advisor!
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Introduction
Nowadays, cryptocurrencies are gaining ground. Amazing innovations are born due
to decentralized solutions and more and more promising projects are being launched.
There is a reason to say that a financial revolution has begun, in which the main
players are the solutions and tools worthy of the 21st century. The crypto market cap
has more than quintupled since November 2020 last year.

The events of 2021 also show that, even when major recessions are usually
overcome, the world of cryptocurrencies continues to rise and develop in all cases.
However, in addition to all these promising facts, there is a rather serious problem
around cryptocurrencies, namely that the continuous operation of blockchains is
amazingly energy intensive.

In early 2021, billionaire businessman Elon Musk bought huge quantities of Bitcoin,
Etherum, Dogecoin, among others. The cryptocurrencies for the sale of Tesla cars
was adopted until May 2021, then with an unexpected announcement he started the
avalanche. Due to environmental concerns, he has disabled the acceptance of
cryptos. With this announcement, it marked the beginning of a new era and brought
the significant environmental problem to light. He expressed his views shortly
afterwards and said that he should focus on environmentally friendly energy
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production in mining, as this would leave a significantly smaller carbon footprint in the
global infrastructure of cryptocurrencies.

The founding members of the Green Watt Project were brought together during this
period by a great energy project, and after a few weeks of planning, the current
business model was born. The Green Watt Project is determined to focus on the
present and the future of cryptocurrencies through clean and sustainable energy
projects and to simplify the implementation and management of ecological projects
with decentralized solutions.

Illumination of the problem
Proof of Work is currently the dominant protocol for cryptocurrency mining.
Cryptocurrency mining is a solution to a series of complex IT tasks. Special mining
machines first check and then validate transactions. A lot of complicated calculations
are required to perform the tasks, which necessarily require a high-performance
hardware infrastructure. The extremely stable security features of the blockchains are
practically maintained by the miners, for which they are rewarded, each cases in
cryptocurrency. Blockchains are unalterable, unbreakable, cannot be bribed, suitable
for managing the most complex systems, and often provide much better and cheaper
solutions for financial transactions than traditional financial institutions.

However, the many benefits come at a high cost, namely the energy required for
crypto mining. Currently, the entire cryptocurrency sector consumes an astonishing
amount of energy because the most commonly used mining protocol requires the
operation of special computers / mining pc /.

Currently, the two most common consensus mechanisms / miner protocol / for
authenticating transactions running in the blockchain are:
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•Proof of Work /BTC, ETH/

This consensus mechanism requires a specialized IT infrastructure for complex
computational tasks. Once the calculations have been validated, a consensus is
reached in the network and this ensures the new block. In other words, it is called
mining, and the nodes in the network are called miners. Nodes must solve the
calculations to validate the transactions and then add new blocks to the block chain
and earn a reward.
•Proof of Stake /ADA, Algorand/
In this case, “miners” just need to lock their native coins in their own wallets. No
complicated tasks with a serious IT background, blockchain authentication is done
keeping the given cryptocurrency. This is STAKING. In general, the more
cryptocurrencies a staking has, the greater the rewards.

The Proof of Stake consensus mechanism is an environmentally friendly solution, but
it still has shortcomings. Due to the higher deposit, higher reward principle, a given
cryptocurrency can quickly become centralized. Furthermore, it is worth bearing in
mind that this is not a widespread protocol in practice, which carries a higher risk for
investments.
Another fact is that the Proof of Work protocol is currently used by most of the world's
largest users of cryptocurrencies. These miners form a strong community, an industry
that guarantees long-term economic stability in this area. How much is this stability?
It shows well if we look at the energy consumption needed to mine cryptocurrencies
in numbers. We get pretty scary data.
According to researchers in Cambridge, cryptocurrency mining requires about 126
terrawatt hours per year, which is exceeding the annual energy needs of more and
more countries. This need will continue to rise in the future.
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Other countries with annual energy consumption below 70 TWh /in descending
order/: Colombia, Algeria, Kuwait, Czech Republic, Israel, Switzerland, Uzbekistan,
Singapore, Romania, Peru, Portugal, Iraq, Greece, Hong Kong, Qatar, Hungary, New
Zealand

It is likely that BTC is spreading faster and faster and the number of transactions is
constantly increasing. At the same time, the use of energy is increasing
proportionally, as it is an integral part of its operating principle.
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Halving
Roughly every 4 years, there is another significant thing that has a big impact on
mining, HALVING. When a new block is successfully mined and validated, a block is
awarded to the miner who first completed the task required for verification. The
reward is halved after 210,000 blocks, or about every 4 years. For the first genesis
block, this reward was 50 BTC, then in 2012 it was reduced to 25 BTC. The block
reward was 12.5 BTC in 2016 and most recently dropped to 6.25 BTC in 2020. The
next halving will be in 2024, and when it happens, the new value will be 3,125 BTC.

Of course, this results in a deflationary effect and guarantees favorable changes in
the BTC exchange rate in the long run. However, currently this process does not
work perfectly either, as many smaller miners have been in an awkward position
during the halving so far. In their case, the costs, the electricity bill did not decrease,
but the payment for the work did, and it often meant bankruptcy. For large and
capital-intensive mining companies, this is not a problem at all, but rather an
opportunity to innovate their infrastructure and further develop their capacity. This
process, in turn, threatens one of the main features of cryptocurrencies,
decentralization.
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The difficulty of the computational tasks required for authentication is also increasing.
This also results in more and more energy for mining and the need to replace
obsolete hardware on a regular basis. If, due to energy prices or other reasons, it is
not worthy for miners to develop, many people say a miner’s capitulation could occur.
Fortunately, the BTC protocol is very well developed, because if the miners stopped
working en masse, the difficulty of the tasks required for authentication would be
reduced until it was worthwhile for the miners to operate the hardware again at the
given exchange rate and block reward.

So the miner does not have to be afraid of capitulation, as the protocol ensures a
balance that is constantly adjusting to the exchange rate and the energy costs
required for mining, taking into account supply and demand. This is well known to
even the largest mining companies and they keep the mining difficulty in mind. The
more nodes working in the system, the harder it is to solve the tasks and vice versa.
The difficulty leveling system built into the PoW consensus mechanism regulates the
creation of new BTCs, thus preventing inflation.

Over the years, BTC has become increasingly popular and is still spreading around
the world today. Because of this, the level of difficulty is very high and mining
technologies with lower hash capacity have become obsolete. Home mining is lossmaking in many cases and is exacerbated by rising energy prices. This problem was
first solved by private mining companies that emerged early, at the dawn of BTC's
career, and have now become huge players in the crypto sector. So-called mining
pools have been created, with which the biggest problem is that it is owned by large
mining companies.

Mining pools give miners the opportunity to pool their resources, improving their
chances of block rewards. This makes it easier for them to solve authentication tasks
than just trying to use their own custom hash capacity. Rewards after successful
block mining are distributed among pool members in proportion to their hash
resources. It’s not free, the owners already charge a fee for creating the pool, not to
mention receiving the block reward.
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Many experts say that giving the biggest players the opportunity to their miners with
less capacity goes exactly against the principles of cryptocurrencies. If a few mining
companies have the majority of interest in mining, we cannot talk about decentralized
operations. The more people join a given mega-pool, the greater the risk is, as there
may be a risk of centralization. If a mega-pool would increase to increase the mining
capacity of the given block chain in 51% of its owners, then the owners would have
complete power to create the block content.

Based on the data so far, this is unlikely to happen, but it is definitely the right way to
strengthen decentralization. Currently, anyone with more money can expand their
technological capacity with more powerful machines and achieve ever-increasing
mining performance. Miners who are unable to provide cheap power and a suitable
temperature environment for their machines are approaching bankruptcy in the long
run. It is often an additional problem for miners that above a certain amount of power
there is a particularly unpleasant noise in the environment of the machines.

Crypto trend
The green crypto trend that is just starting is also a great opportunity for individuals
and smaller businesses to improve their opportunities and sustain profitable mining
and development in the long run. Before taking the necessary steps to solve this
problem, it is worth taking a closer look at the current situation of mega crypto mining
sites.

70-80% of global mining took place in China, more specifically in four provinces:
Sichuan, Yunnan, Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia. The latter 2 provinces are famous for
their coal-fired power plants, leaving miners with an extremely large carbon footprint.
These gigantic mining farms operated in huge factory halls. There are up to 30-40
thousand mining machines per farm, consuming more than 10 megawatts per hour.
This is the energy demand of an average household of 10-12,000 per mining farm.
China’s market dominance lasted until 2019 and then dropped to 46% by April 2021.
Mining has started in more and more countries. Further contributing to the process
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was the fact that in May 2021, China took strong action against crypto mining,
causing miners to move even more out of China. Their mining equipment was packed
in specially designed shipping containers and the already mobile mining centers were
transported to the countries offering the most favorable conditions. Nearly one
hundred thousand machines were shipped to Kazakhstan in the first half of 2021.

The mines relocated to Kazakhstan to such an extent that the electricity supply
became overloaded and in the autumn of 2021, 3 major power plants had to be shut
down and 6 regions in the country were affected. Power consumption rose sharply by
about 8%. The increase in electricity consumption was about six times higher than in
the pre-mining period. To make matters worse, mining operates largely as an illegal
activity, i.e. stealing electricity. Nearly one hundred thousand machines were shipped
to Kazakhstan in the first half of 2021.

The situation has therefore not improved, as Kazakhstan's energy supply is largely
based on electricity from fossil fuels. However, the process called “Great Mining
Migration” is not limited to Kazakhstan. Countries in Eastern and Northern Europe,
Central Asia, and several U.S. states have also become destinations. In the U.S., the
states of Texas and Wyoming can be tempting locations, as electricity is cheap and
renewable energy is booming. However, due to U.S. regulations, the construction of
the infrastructure could take up to the second half of 2022, which is unacceptable to
many miners.

In May 2021, when Elon Musk suspended its acceptance of BTC, more and more
investors began buying shares of environmentally friendly companies on stock
exchanges. A new trend has begun in green mining. More and more people are
seeking to use renewable energy sources. We already have the first country to
pioneer the new trend. El Salvador has made the BTC legal currency.

Mining has now been launched using geothermal, volcanic energy and more and
more similar projects are being worked on, as the country has vast reserves of
volcanic resources that have not been exploited so far. Thus, mining cryptocurrencies
is the perfect industry for them to thrive in their economy. By being able to use
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volcanic energy directly, local communities will also benefit and new industries will be
created.

Solving the problem
The future of Proof of Work, the most widespread and popular mining consensus
mechanism, is now at a crossroads. One direction is for miners to stick to the
cheapest overhead, at any cost. This would continue to use huge amounts of fossil
energy. In fact, it is a dead end, more precisely, we would be moving backwards on
the path of technological development if that happened. The other direction is crypto,
which can be maintained with clean, renewable energy. Of course, this future has
become completely apparent to more and more investors and business people, and
various projects have been launched. In the future, the number of these projects is
expected to multiply worldwide.
For example, the BTC Mining Council is a great initiative that gives miners the
opportunity to make the details of their energy use transparent. They join the
organization in significant numbers. The Crypto Climate Accord is also a sympathetic
project, supporting the common goal of shifting the entire cryptocurrency sector to
renewable energy by 2025 and achieving zero carbon emissions by 2040. It is
currently estimated that the operation of the BTC alone emits nearly 60 million tonnes
of carbon dioxide per year, which is more than double the ETH’s carbon footprint.
The Green Watt Project / GWP / is a green crypto project. And the crypto is the
future, crypto that can be sustained with pure energy. GWP’s mission is to help
cryptocurrencies’ energy needs and other areas of operation with environmentally
friendly solutions. We managed to recognize the gigantic trend in time that is
emerging about the issue of energy use in the crypto sector and in virtually every
other area as well. Blockchain technology is no longer an accepted solution today.
The crypto will be green, so it is sustainable for the future as well.
The next few years are expected to be about that, BECOME PARTICIPATING from
the beginning. The Green Watt Project is determined to promote a carbon-neutral
future for cryptocurrencies through clean and sustainable energy projects, and
combine the most efficient economics projects with the benefits of blockchain
technology.
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We plan to provide quite a few great decentralized solutions and valuable business
opportunities for our community for the next many decades to come. GWP was
launched in December 2021 and all GWP owners can claim to be part of one of the
first crypto ecology projects.
We believe that initiatives with a similar commitment should not be rivaled, but cooperated and help each other's work, as the goal is common. That is why we
welcome, now and in the future, opportunities for cooperation with projects,
companies and professionals who think similarly about the future of the energy needs
of cryptocurrencies as we do.

Summarizing the main problems, our journey has become apparent. With our
projects we intend to help the carbon-neutral future of cryptocurrencies and the
implementation of further ecology projects. In addition, we consider it very important
that the opportunities for mega-mining companies in the industry do not continue to
grow, but that this type of investment is worth for everyone. Therefore, we provide
green energy from our operating energy projects exclusively to private individuals
and smaller companies. Because of tokenization, we can provide energy at a good
price, so members of the GWP community can maximize the profits from mining. It is
important to note that this further strengthens even the most important feature of
cryptocurrencies, decentralization.
We keep this in mind to ensure a win-win situation for all market participants.

• User:

We provide an ideal environment and good energy prices to make every GWP owner
worth the investment.
• Service provider:

We have also developed a business model for existing green power plants. Our
energy production partners can benefit greatly and also be able to meet their
financial and market expectations with GWP.
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• Business Partner:

Investors with larger capital will have the opportunity to enter decentralized ecology
projects as early as the implementation phase.

Of course, we can only do all this with decentralized means: smart contracts, creation
of DAOs / decentralized autonomous organization / and energy exchange, special
coins and NFTs. These needs have assigned us an additional task, namely to create
the GWP blockchain. During development, we consider important aspects to ensure
that our blockchain provides an ideal foundation for the GWP ecosystem. The key is
to be environmentally friendly and able to apply the special requirements of the GWP
community.

We plan exactly: launching new ecology projects, cooperating with partners,
operating smart contracts between community members, integrating a special NFT
system, creating DAOs and energy exchanges. In addition, you need to be able to
ensure interoperability between offchain transactions, legal solutions and the GWP
ecosystem. Later, the individual operation of the projects and the modular
cooperation between them will be managed in a decentralized way by the GWP
community.

So is clear, that the significant energy problem of cryptocurrencies has created a new
trend, greening the entire sector. Obvious signs of this began to unfold very quickly in
business. It is a promising trend that has no major drawbacks on first hearing. For a
fuller picture, let's take a closer look at the impact that an unforeseen change could
have on GWP's future.
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Our risk management
The question rightly arises, what if the Proof of Stake protocol evolves to the point
where it will only be used by the crypto community and there will be no need for the
Proof of Work protocol?

As the figure shows, the top 10 PoW coins currently have a market cap of $ 1,486
billion and the top 10 PoS coins have a market cap of $ 153 billion. BTC also leads
high in the top 10 PoW coins, with a market cap of around $ 1,000 billion. It is clear,
therefore, that the PoW protocol is most valued by the cryptocommunity at present.
Most people believe that BTC’s huge energy demand is not an unforeseen mistake,
but the price of true decentralization. High energy consumption is part of the system,
which prevents any interest from taking control of the blockchain Due to the huge
energy demand, no one is currently able to do this.

BTC has no headquarters that can be attacked or purchased. In addition, economic
operators who might have been able to do so are likely to be late, as we are talking
about a slow 14-year-old industry that is largely in the hands of private individuals
and public mining pools available to private companies, according to surveys, more
than 60- 65%. This means that the BTC is the best practical example of
decentralization. There have been attempts to redesign BTC to operate to operate
under the PoS consensus mechanism, arguing that it would be much cheaper, faster
and much more energy efficient, but such initiatives are regularly rejected by the
community and experts. There is only one BTC.
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It does have a significant demand for energy, but in return is independent of states,
banks, multinationals and all other external interests. Many say independence is
simply worth it. Each mining machine that uses the PoW protocol creates tiny
building blocks in the blockchain, changing it on all other nodes.

At GWP, we always work according to current trends. As long as the PoW protocol is
dominant, a significant portion of our tasks are assigned. If that were to change,
electricity would still be easy to sell. In addition, we will soon be able to shift the focus
to implementing and managing additional decentralized ecology projects for the GWP
community. Another risk could be an international Force Majeure situation that would
affect the entire sector globally. For us, this would only have a fatal effect if we did
not need electricity in a changed world.

Market potency and positioning
The data clearly shows that cryptocurrencies have a huge energy demand and are
growing. Much of this need is based on fossil, non-renewable energy. Furthermore, it
can be seen that this problem became aware in the crypto community and investors
in 2021. Miners and investors are increasingly looking for environmentally friendly
solutions worldwide. The complete greening of crypto has begun. The Green Watt
Project aims to provide solutions to this huge and complex problem in the form of
decentralized ecology projects.

Of course, the process to source crypto energy from 100% clean, environmentally
friendly energy sources will require several years of intensive work in collaboration
with many similar ecology projects, internationally. However, miners are already in
great need of cheap and clean energy. We keep this in focus in the first round, so we
are launching specialized projects for this. We provide clean and environmentally
friendly energy to miners at an affordable price. All this with decentralized solutions.

The GWP community is among the first in the world to launch ecology projects for the
cause. We are pleased to say that we have successfully positioned ourselves at the
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very beginning of a global trend that is just starting. This means that when our
projects start, we are expected to receive international attention, as there are real
values behind GWP that guarantee real, stable security in the long run. Therefore, it
is likely that more and more projects will be in demand. When another real value, a
working ecology project, enters the GWP ecosystem, it is likely to have a positive
effect on the GWP token / later coin / exchange rate in all cases.

It is worth being aware of the global fact that the fossil energy needs of
cryptocurrencies are just one of many industries struggling with the same problem.
This creates additional business opportunities for GWP and there are currently a lot
of issues to be solved. Fortunately, there are better and better opportunities for green
energy production and it is clear that a lot has been heard on the subject lately.
Today, both states and major economic players are increasingly supporting green
energy projects.

The Green Watt Project seeks to help with this international task with its special
solutions. There is one goal in our community and with that in mind, we welcome
anyone who can support it in any way. We have the tools to ensure that no good
project, solution or idea is lost before GWP is implemented in the ecosystem.

Projects
By Green Watt Project we mean an ever-growing decentralized ecosystem that
includes ecology projects. These are currently energy projects that provide an
environmentally friendly energy supply for cryptocurrency mining. Alternative energy
projects are receiving a lot of attention these days, so we have plenty of room to
choose from better than better technology solutions. At the international level, we
have the opportunity to cooperate with partners dealing with the production of
environmentally friendly energy or with technologies that we operate ourselves to
produce green energy.

We have access to many excellent projects, but we look forward to building the
community and being open to the best innovations, technology solutions and
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business opportunities. Our team of experts will determine if integration into the GWP
ecosystem is possible. If a specific project proposal meets the principles of our
community, its implementation will start. We consider it important in the development
of the GWP blockchain that the members of our community can play a decisive role
in the creation and management of new projects.

The GWP blockchain has many additional benefits that benefit the healthy growth of
the ecosystem. What is most important for the projects, it gives them the opportunity
to work together in a modular way in the ecosystem. Each project is localized to
some degree, so decentralized solutions also provide solutions to the relevant
aspects. When the GWP blockchain is launched, it will provide a whole new business
opportunity for green energy producers worldwide: the tokenization of
environmentally friendly electricity. The potential in this is significant, so to speak, as
a new business segment in the energy sector.

Even before the official launch of the GWP blockchain, we had to find a way to
launch tokenized ecology projects. We created a token on the Binance smart chain
that is the predecessor of the GWP coin. We are launching our first eco project in
Hungary, because we want as many people as possible to join us in the initial period.
Specifically, it is a biogas power plant that will provide cheap, green energy to miners
in exchange for a GWP token. Several similar projects are being prepared in different
countries.

We looked at the best environmentally friendly energy solutions for crypto mining.
There are plenty of options, but there are special needs to operate the machines that
need to be considered. In the initial period, we will focus on 3 ecology project
categories, so currently biogas power plants, the utilization of solar energy and
hydropower plants are a priority. Of course, there will be an opportunity to expand the
number of project categories in the future.
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Biogas power plant:
Biogas is an environmentally friendly renewable energy source that can be produced
mainly from primary or secondary agricultural by-products and other wastes.
Anaerobic treatment of fertilizers and wastes saves the environment, traps methane
and nitrogen oxides, and reduces the odor load on the environment. It solves all this
locally, using local ingredients. From biogas, electricity, heat and a special process
can be used to produce hydrogen, which can be used to replace fossil fuels. The
fermenter residue of the biogas plant is an excellent soil energy replacement material
for agriculture due to the high nutrient content of the substrate.

When designing a biogas plant, it is necessary to determine what raw materials are
available in the immediate vicinity of the processing site. It is best to be close to
active agricultural areas and have regular transportation of raw materials. During
biogas production, the chemical energy in the biomass can be extracted. It takes time
to start biogas production, as microbiological equilibrium does not develop quickly.
After the start, the ingredients prepared in the appropriate recipe must be added
regularly and precisely in order to maintain the microbiological processes.

It is important to note that in the future, additional ecology projects can be launched
for the supply of raw materials for this type of renewable energy production. Of
course, these are independent, profitable agricultural projects, in which the organic
by-products and waste accumulated during the work provide the biomass necessary
for the production of biogas. In many cases, these are otherwise worthless endproducts that a biogas plant can convert into electricity. This type of project
collaboration requires a complex management system and, among other things, the
GWP blockchain is designed to provide excellent decentralized solutions for this
specific task.

There are several technological processes for biogas production, the most common
being wet fermentation processes, in which the dry matter content of the substrate is
8-10%. Semi-dry (15-25%) and dry (30-40%) technologies are less common, but in
some cases they can be used effectively.
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Internationally, the capacity of installed biogas plants is about 20-21 gigawatts and
according to the International Energy Agency (IEA) this will increase significantly in
the coming decades. Further research shows that a large increase in integrity and
congestion in large cities will result in a further increase in energy demand and a
significant increase in waste generation.

It is likely that these processes will act as a catalyst for market growth, as biogas
plants are able to produce biogas from a wide range of wastes, such as agricultural
waste, animal manure, commercial and household food waste, and municipal and
industrial wastewater. It is clear, therefore, that this type of renewable energy
embodies an economic cycle with a number of environmentally friendly benefits.

Today, the use of biogas is receiving considerable attention and has been adopted
by the professional community as an innovative strategy for tackling climate change,
minimizing greenhouse gas emissions and meeting the Kyoto Protocol. Europe is
currently leading the use of biogas technologies worldwide, including Germany,
which is home to more than 10,000 power plants. This is more than half of the
facilities operating in the EU. Growth is expected on the continent due to favorable
economic support.

Huge growth and subsidies are also expected in the Asia Pacific market, according to
forecasts. There is plenty of organic waste available there and those who live there
are increasingly clinging to more sustainable energy sources. China, India and
Thailand have already begun significant investments in biogas power plants. The
number of technology units is also expected to increase significantly in North
America. There are about 2,300 biogas plants in 50 states in the U.S., which is not
much compared to its geographical size.

This shortfall has, of course, already been recognized and there are currently plans
to expand their technological capacity with more than 12,000 biogas plants. In
summary, significant growth is expected in the global biogas sector, largely driven by
international green energy targets and the supportive attitude of financial actors.
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The founding members and professional team of the Green Watt Project were
brought together specifically by such a biogas power plant project in the first half of
2021.

When the professional due diligence took place, it became clear that this was a
relatively short-term return on investment, so further expansions could be made in
the long term. After further discussions, the vision became clear that as a Green Watt
Project community, we could participate in renewable, green energy projects in the
start-up phase of the huge green crypto trend. Of course, we insisted that the first
project should be launched from Hungary, because our intention is that Hungarians
should get to know GWP during the PRE SALE period before international projects
and marketing campaigns. Thus, the 1st GWP project became a biogas power plant
in Hungary.

This will start according to pre-planned stages in the first half of 2022 and we have
another goal for the year to utilize the plant’s maximum capacity of 1.6 megawatts.
Therefore, at the same time as the start of Project 1, we will transfer the GWP token
to DEXs and launch local / miners / and international / token / marketing campaigns.
Another good news is that we currently have access to several biogas projects and
are partnering with several technology contractors.

According to our plans, our 2nd biogas project will also be implemented in Hungary,
but there are many opportunities throughout Europe and Asia. The GWP professional
team is constantly exploring opportunities in the biogas sector and the best projects
will always be made available exclusively to the GWP community.

Utilization of solar energy:
Solar energy is an inexhaustible source of
energy for humanity today, as it will certainly
last 5 billion years. The sun is practically a
huge and natural fusion nuclear reactor,
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because thermonuclear heat is generated in its structure, i.e. nuclear fusion. It is a
huge sphere of gas, mostly in the plasma state, in which hydrogen combines with
helium during nuclear fusion. According to wikipedia, the energy from the sun is
about 174 petawatts (1.74 × 1017 watts).
So we get an inconceivable amount of energy at every moment, which is also a basic
condition for the formation and survival of life, because without photosynthesis there
would be no life. This potential solar energy is thousands of times greater than the
energy needs of our current civilization. Mankind has always used solar energy in
some simpler form, but today, thanks to intensive technological development, it has
become applicable in many areas. Technologies are now spreading more and more
rapidly around the world.

In the case of solar energy projects, we can talk about passive and active
technological solutions, or different combinations of these. Passive methods in this
case mean that with conscious design and construction / orientation, sizing, shading,
material selection, plant selection, etc. / optimize the use of solar energy. The most
important aspect of such solutions is to make proper use of the specific invironmental
conditions during the utilization of solar energy. For example, it has long been known
in architecture to use solar energy to provide warmth and natural light at the same
time, with proper southern orientation and other sizing considerations.

There are other good examples in agriculture. Yields can be increased with special,
pre-designed techniques / sizing, botanical considerations, timing, etc./. The
efficiency of greenhouses is also a great proof of how we can use solar energy in a
passive way. In this case, the plants develop faster, and it also provides an
opportunity to grow exotic vegetables and fruits, even in places where they are not
native. In the food industry, drying is an excellent passive technology for preserving
plant foods, for which effective means also exist.

We also have a wealth of active solutions that require more technological knowledge.
The two most common technological directions are the widespread use of Solar
Photovoltaic Energy (solar panels) and Solar Thermal Energy STE (solar collectors)
systems. Solar panels directly convert the sun’s electromagnetic radiation into
electricity. Today, this is feasible from residential scale to industrial-scale photovoltaic
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solar power plants. In these cases, many solar cells are installed in close proximity to
each other and they work together. Currently, photovoltaic solar parks have a global
capacity of about 800 gigawatts.

The energy of the sun can also be used efficiently with solar collectors. A technology
used in building services and larger projects to use solar thermal energy directly for
heating, cooling and hot water production, among other things. Solar cooking is also
becoming more and more popular, for which special equipment is also commercially
available and is a great help to many people.

Another type of solar power plant is still in common use today, called solar thermal
power plants, which uses the same principle. This technology also generates hot
steam or gas from the sun's infrared radiation and thermal energy and converts it into
electricity, for example with the help of turbines. In 2020, solar thermal energy
heating and cooling equipment had a capacity of 501 GW. Within this, solar district
heaters / China, Germany and Denmark stand out. Despite the Covid pandemic, the
STE market is growing and is receiving significant political support internationally to
promote climate protection.

It is clear, then, that these technologies can be used effectively in a number of
applications and this provides many additional opportunities for the Green Watt
Project community in the form of ecology projects. In this case, too, there may be
many options for GWP solar projects to be linked to other GWP ecology projects.
Floating solar systems are a good example of this, as they can be used to install
solar systems on water. In the case of hydroelectric power plants, the installation of
floating solar systems on the reservoirs of hydroelectric power plants or even on
irrigation lakes in agricultural projects makes energy production even more efficient.

With this method, we can produce 10-15 percent more energy than with conventional
solar systems, as there is nothing that shields the solar radiation and the water cools
the solar panels. For the solar project, it is important to ensure that energy is stored
so that we can use solar energy at night or during less efficient periods. Today, there
are excellent, cost-effective solutions for storing solar energy. In the case of highercapacity power plants, energy storage can also be achieved with mechanical
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technologies / pumped water storage, TES, flywheel-based systems, etc./. For
smaller users, this is usually solved with technologies based on chemical or
electrochemical principles (batteries).

A solar energy project is being prepared for the Green Watt Project in Europe and
Asia. The fact that most governments support this type of business makes GWP's
position even more favorable. In general, many construction partner companies are
happy to cooperate and, in our case, provide all background support, from
construction to professional management.

It is clear from the analysis of the trends that the crypto and ecology communities are
also looking for decentralized energy solutions and many would like to be involved in
such projects. The upcoming GWP solar projects provide a great opportunity for
these communities to widely explore 21st century management and financial
solutions and strengthen their financial security in a conscious and constructive
community.

Hydroelectric power stations:
Hydroelectric power stations is a technology that
uses hydropower. Currently, these power plants
provide the largest source of renewable electricity.
Globally, the total installed capacity reaches 1,300
gigawatts and this means at least 4,500 TWh
consumed annually, which is about thirty-four times
the annual energy demand of BTC.
Only this renewable energy source would be able
to solve the greening of cryptocurrencies if it were given a greater focus
internationally.

The largest hydropower plants are in China, but the policy there will ban the mining of
cryptocurrencies from 2021 onwards. Other huge power plants are located in the
U.S., Russia, and South American countries. These are all up to several 10 GW
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hydropower plants that are mostly state-owned. There is no official position on the
power range, however, the literature generally considers facilities above a few
hundred megawatts to be large hydropower plants.

The professional team of the Green Watt Project has confirmed in several respects
that the greatest efficiency can be achieved with several smaller hydropower plants.
The most important aspect is that we do not damage the natural life in this way,
because in the case of large reservoirs, the areas in front of the dams are submerged
and this often destroys biologically rich and fertile lowland and river valley forests,
grasslands and swamps. Of course, financially, a much better and faster strategy is
to finance more smaller power plants than to invest a huge amount of money in a
gigaproject.

We also think that geographical diversification is important, as there may be an
economic or political problem in any country hosting an ecology project. The
definition of the power range for small hydropower plants also varies around the
world, but the industry generally agrees that they can be somewhere between 5 and
50 megawatts. These facilities can already generate enough electricity for the local
community and industry as well. There are good opportunities to install small-scale
hydropower plants in many countries around the world, but the usability of
hydropower requires different technologies in different locations.

Most commonly used are dam hydropower plants, which block the area behind rivers
or streams with a dam. The water thus collected is set in motion, i.e. passed through
the dam, and then electricity is extracted from it by means of water turbines and
generators. The amount of energy used depends on the amount of water flowing
through, as well as the source of the water mass and the difference in height
between the outlet. River power plants can also be used in many places. This is the
oldest solution used and in this case, the mechanical energy of the water can be
used directly.
Pumped storage power plants only play a role in energy storage. In many cases,
underground power plants are used, in which case they connect the two levels
through tunnels. For larger waters, there are also special technologies that make it
possible to extract mechanical energy from water. Tidal power plants, wave power
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plants are currently in use and are already working experimentally to exploit the
kinetic energy of the currents.
Standardized turbine generator core technologies for small dam and river power
plants, also highly preferred by the Green Watt Project, are offered by a number of
companies in sizes up to 10 MW. These are usually “water to wire” packages, ie they
are ready for use on the project site. Because of the ready-made systems, a project
does not require costly and time-consuming planning. The technology is easy to
expand and modular, meaning that if a turbine generator is currently under
maintenance, it will run without the hassle of others.

For the Green Watt Project, these are huge benefits, because it can be done quickly,
and flexible budgeting is possible. There are plenty of opportunities to use power
plants, as international development options are much greater than actual
production. 71% of potential hydropower capacity is undeveloped in Europe, 75% in
North America, 79% in South America, 95% in Africa and the Middle East and 82% in
the Asia-Pacific region. Based on international agreements, the plan is to build 25%
of unused capacity by 2050.

In many cases, the technological equipment of old power plants also needs to be
upgraded, which further strengthens this industry. The Green Watt Project is related
to several construction companies and several projects are being prepared, for
example in Kazakhstan. In 2014, the Kazakh government adopted fixed feed-in tariffs
for 15 years to boost the renewable energy sector. Our partners in Kazakhstan
offered us an excellent opportunity for cooperation, including our first hydropower
project.

This project is specifically about the installation of a 2.5-megawatt hydropower plant
with state-of-the-art technology. GWP hydroplant projects are also able to collaborate
with other ecology projects. In the case of solar parks, we have mentioned that pump
storage technology is a great help in storing energy. In addition, there are various
hybrid projects where the combined use of water and wind power can increase their
efficiency. It can also be useful in agricultural projects if we also use water for
irrigation.
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In summary, hydroplant projects are efficient, easy to implement in many places, can
be used in many ways, and do not produce harmful by-products in energy production.

Tokenomics
We created the GWP BEP20 standard token, the predecessor of the GWP standard
coin. This will allow us to start ecology projects until the official launch of the GWP
blockchain. “BEP” stands for “Binance Smart Chain Evolution Proposal”. BEP20 is a
token standard created by Binance for Binance Smart Chain (BSC) to run smart
contracts. BSC runs in parallel, but also works with Binance’s first blockchain,
Binance Chain / BC /, which has the disadvantage of using smart contracts.

BSC is also compatible with ETHEREUM VIRTUAL MACHINE (EVM), ensuring the
transition between the two blockchains and easy to run dApps, transactions work
great through Metamask or Trust Wallet. Due to smart contracts, it is especially
suitable for DEX projects. The BSC uses the PoSA mechanism to reach consensus
within the network. PoSA, according to the network, is a combination of Proof of
Delegated Share (DPoS) and Proof of Entitlement (PoA).
The number of BSC daily transactions since February 2021 is several times that of
Ethereum, there was a period that was more than tenfold. It also perfectly meets the
criteria set by GWP. Due to the operating protocol, it can be said to be relatively
environmentally friendly, fast, inexpensive, and GWP ecology projects can be easily
and uniquely tokenized at BSC. GWP BEP20 is a standard token that can be easily
listed on DEXs or other exchanges later because only the basic parameters are
programmed into it, there is no extra function.

Tokenization takes place in 3 phases:
1. PRE-SALE
•

Early bird price level

•

Anti Whale pricing policy
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2. DEX and other exchanged listing
•

1 ecology project (biogas power plant) START

•

Pancakeswap, then orderbook - based stock market listing (Hotbit, or Gate.io)

•

Other BEP20 projects are tokens. Q tokens.

•

More ecology projects

3. Transfer to the GWP block chain
•

Transfer

•

Launch of the GWP ecosystem

•

More DEX and exchange listing

•

More GWP ecology projects

The predictable age of the current power plant is over 30 years, during which time we
will have produced approximately 60,000,000 kWh, so we have produced 60,000,000
GWP tokens.
1 token = 1 kWh. The token is exchangeable for electricity so you can buy cheap
energy from powerplant to your mining machine.
Token Symbol:

GWP

Token name:

Green Watt Project

Smart contract address:

0xf7b07363c7677fdcbc973a11c2d611c020d50d17

Token sales start:

2021 december 1

Number of tokens for sale:

60.000.000,00000

Token starting price:

0.05 USD

Specification:

GWP token /BEP20 standard/

Minimum liquidity:

20% of the amount entered

The situation of the reverse economic interest is characterized by the sale of
electricity for the project, so that according to Central Europe and HUPX DAM we can
sell it at a price between 0.28-0.51 usd / kWh the next day. Electricity that is not used
to operate mining machines (up to and including 200 kW) is sold at HUPX DAM
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(electricity exchange). From this money, the project will start buying its own tokens,
which is expected to have an exchange rate-increasing effect. From the tokens that
go into the project in this way and the remaining money, we expand the liquidity pool
or distribute the purchased tokens proportionally to the holders. (between wallets with
at least 100 tokens)

PRE SALE
During the PRE SALE period, it is possible to purchase a GWP token at a discounted
price before the DEX listings. Furthermore, the pricing policy of the token provides a
more favorable position for the average investor. The GWP standard token is
compatible with all BEP20 wallets worldwide.
Amount from to

Token price during PRE SALE

$0 -$50.000. $0,05
$50.001. – $100.000 $0,06
$100.001. – $150.000 $0,07
$150.001. – $200.000 $0,08
$200.001. – $250.000 $0,09
$250.001. – $300.000 $0,10
$300.001. – $350.000 $0,11
$300.001. – $350.000 $0,12
$350.001. – $400.000 $0,13
$400.001. – $450.000 $0,14
$450.001. – $500.000 $0,15
and so on…

20% of the value of tokens sold under PRE SALE is placed on the Pancakeswap in
the liquidity pool, maintaining the exchange rate reached during PRE SALE, e.g., 1
token = $ 0.13.

After the completion of the PRE SALE, the placement of the mining machines in the
power plant, the liquidity pool, the binding of 15% of the owners and the required
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tokens will begin. Respectively, the exact calculations will be published in a separate
document upon completion of the PRE SALE.

Token purchase
1. You fill out the form on the website. (www.greenwatt.io)
2. You will send the quantity specified in the form to one of our portfolios (BUSD /
BTC).
3. As soon as it arrives and we've verified it, we'll credit your portfolio with the correct
amount of GWP tokens.
If your token has not been credited within 24 hours, please contact us at
hello@greenwatt.io.
Important: You must always add the token to your wallet, otherwise you will not see
it. If you need help, post on one of our social media and either we or the community
will definitely help.
Network:

Binance Smart Chain – BEP20

Name:

Green Watt Project

Symbol:

GWP

Decimals:

5

Contract address:

0xf7b07363c7677fdcbc973a11c2d611c020d50d17

BUSD address of our wallett:

0x6c2e82814485e08ad962f98f63e48fe2aa88e108

BTC address of our wallett:

15eWEhYQ8mpRKri8hWLgJGchaSmLzWMNWW

The next tokenization period begins at the end of the PRE SALE period. The start of
Phase 2 will see the start of several major events: the launch of the trade, the 1st
ecology project and the international marketing campaign on Pancakeswap.
Additional tools will be introduced, as each project will have its own BEP20 token with
unique set of conditions. Unlike the GWP standard token, additional features will
already be integrated into project tokens. The BSC offers plenty of opportunities to
optimize each project for the current conditions.
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In all cases, smart contracts for GWP project tokens will be written optimized for the
current project. Deflation tools, taxes, burnable, mintable, lock sysytem and of course
individual price and periodic parameterization are used. Because of the quick and
accurate identification, the project token symbol will contain the most important
information.

In the future, we will introduce so-called Q tokens to differentiate between power
plants and specify periods, which we will continue to bridge the current GWP token
on the BSC chain, so that quarterly cycle tokens can be developed per power plant,
even in NDP.

One possible example of a project token symbol is GWP-P2A-Q2
In this case, it should be interpreted as follows:
GWP: as the main token identifier
P2A: number of projects, number of sub-phases of the given project
Q2: for a specific period

Project tokens can always be purchased in exchange for GWP and in some cases it
can also be sold. Furthermore, these tokens will not be listed on stock exchanges,
they will only be used within the GWP ecosystem. This ensures that all ecology
projects are built into the price of the GWP standard token. Each project has its own
GWP standard token wallet where the consideration goes. Its use can also be
customized.
For the first GWP ecology projects, the
revenue from electricity will be used in

GWP
P1C Q2

part for additional DeFi solutions to
GWP
P2B Q1

strengthen exchange rates, such as
increasing liquidity.
GWP
P3A Q1

The GWP blockchain will provide an
opportunity for these management tasks
to be carried out as the community

GWP

wishes, within the framework of current
business conditions.
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GWP blockchain
There will be a transfer when the GWP blockchain is introduced, the GWP standard
token will be the GWP standard coin and everything will move to the GWP
blockchain. Detailed information on this will be provided 2 months before the official
blockchain departure. When the transfer occurs, we will enter Phase 3 of the
tokenization and the GWP ecosystem begins. This opens up new possibilities and
the tokenization of projects continues at a much higher level.

The GWP blockchain is a decentralized enterprise ecosystem and management
platform. When developing the blockchain, we strive to incorporate maximum security
protocols to always provide rock-solid protection against external attacks and
malicious manipulation. It is also important to be environmentally friendly, cheap and
fast. Furthermore, it should be scalable so that in the case of intensive growth, the
transaction fee does not slow down or become more expensive. Due to the special
structure of the system, a dashboard is also needed to make the data related to the
wallet IDs easy to interpret and transparent, and to make the ecosystem work in a
user-friendly way.

With the launch of the blockchain, several new GWP tools will be introduced that will
fully fine-tune the individual collaboration of ecology projects, including business
agreements between ecosystem users. Based on the consensus mechanism, the
GWP blockchain will operate according to a special PoS protocol, of which an IoT
infrastructure is an integral part.

All processes will be managed by smart contracts, allowing ecology projects to be
launched in the form of a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). In this
case, the GWP community manages the respective DAOs. Users can vote on key
issues in a given project according to their privileges.
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NFT
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) also play an important role in the functioning of the
ecosystem. The most important property of NFTs, ie irreplaceable tokens, is
uniqueness, because we can assign permanent metadata to each NFT, we can
define its exact purpose, the system of conditions and it can also contain additional
permissions. NFTs cannot be divided, in each case they have value as a whole, but it
is possible to create them with similar or identical metadata. It is also possible to
assign real external digital values, thus simplifying financial management.

In the community case of GWP, the most important functions of NDPs include fixing
the basic business conditions and correct entitlement management among the
ecosystem actors. All financial topics can be tokenized by providing metadata. In the
initial period, the GWP blockchain actors will be organized into 3 categories:
1. Users / GWP standard coin →Project/:

Ecology projects will be available to them with GWP standard coin. The possibilities
are wide. For example, they can buy green electricity and maximize their profits in the
mining industry.

2. Providers / individual agreement, IoTolutions /:

Operators of ecology projects. Possibility of DAO mode of operation. For example,
they sell green electricity to users.
3. Business partners /GWP standard coin → Project, individual agreement /:

There is also the possibility of an individual agreement for larger investors and
companies, taking into account the maintenance of a win-win situation, for all other
players. For example, a company with significant capital invests in the
implementation of a specific GWP ecology project.
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GWP blockchain actors can work with each other in virtually any constructive lineup.
Smart contracts allow any viable structure to be created within an ecosystem.

A possible example:

In Phase 1, users and business partners join a start-up ecology project through smart
constructions and create the appropriate permissions / NFTs /.

In Phase 2, the DAO is launched, which can be managed by the creators / users,
business partner / according to the authority defined by the NDPs.

The project will produce green electricity, which will either be sold and distributed in a
proportionate way, or the energy will be used for its own purposes, such as crypto
mining. But they can even be used for manufacturing, operation, creating charging
units, and so on. Whatever the end product, only players in the GWP community can
benefit from tokenization.

The possibilities are endless, only the degree of ambition of the GWP community can
set the boundaries. Implementing and managing each ecology project provides an
extremely good opportunity to showcase the potential of the GWP ecosystem. This is
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a significant and growing marketing impact internationally and also provides a kind of
positive, supportive effect on GWP’s standard coin exchange rate.

Marketing
Due to the complexity of the Green Watt Project, we also have a wealth of marketing
opportunities. In terms of potential interests, several target groups can be identified.
What all of them have in common is that people are looking for a solution to a
particular problem or perhaps looking for further development opportunities. Target
groups with different interests have different and unique needs, so we can launch
international marketing campaigns with a variety of themes.

Marketing content appears on media platforms on a variety of key topics, but the
Green Watt Project is the foundation for all campaigns. The communication therefore
runs on several threads and presents the solutions provided by the Green Watt
Project from several perspectives. We have therefore defined our target groups on
the basis of different criteria, but the most important question was who we can
provide beneficial solutions to.

Different target groups are looking for a solution to a different problem or
development opportunity. The needs of such interested, searchable people
determine the diverse themes of content to be communicated to the marketing team
of the Green Watt Project. For all major GWP events, the project is a good
opportunity to launch additional international marketing campaigns. One thing is
essential in all cases is that campaigns with different themes are in synergy with each
other and therefore promote the Green Watt Project much more effectively.

From Phase 1 of tokenization, we will launch campaigns for general and specific
projects, targeting a wide range of green energy users / miners / producers. When
the GWP blockchain starts, more options open up, so we can define more target
groups. In this phase, additional personalized advertising and communication
channels will be introduced for crypto investors, project owners, crypto and ecology
communities.
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The marketing strategy of the Green Watt Project follows the 3-phase process of
tokenization, so until the official launch of the GWP ecosystem, international
campaigns will continue to strengthen. After the launch, the number of GWP events
and projects is expected to increase, with plenty of opportunities to launch new local
and international marketing campaigns. We also consider it important to publish on
professional platforms (ecology, crypto, business), so we are planning more and
more media appearances on higher quality websites. Our marketing team constantly
examines potential target groups in multiple language areas and launches
communication channels tailored to current GWP trends and business opportunities.

The 3 main phases of the GWP marketing strategy are:

Phase 1 / PRE-SALE /

We are launching our first marketing campaigns during the PRE-SALE period. These
will focus on the presentation and promotion of the Green Watt Project, the first
ecology projects and the GWP BEP20 token. The sale of the GWP BEP20 token will
start before the stock market launches. This sales promotion will be most beneficial
to the average investor, as the more GWP tokens someone buys, the more
expensive the number will be. The goal is for many people to take advantage of the
potential of the GWP token, as well as clean and correct operation, so we make
whale methods difficult by all means.

Media appearances:
We appear on several high-reading relevant media interfaces / ecology, crypto,
business /. We use these articles about the Green Watt Project in effective ways on
social media platforms.

Social media:
Official communication and support will start at Telegram, Discord.
To share more information: Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok etc. .
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Airdrop: In the crypto world, airdrop means “free crypto” (token). Airdrop Ot will be
distributed to registrants as part of blockchain projects.

Phase 2 / DEX + Project 1 /

At the end of the PRE SALE period, the sharing of official information about the
upcoming DEX / Pancakeswap / listing and the launch of Project 1 will begin. These
2 significant events will occur simultaneously, which could further amplify the bursting
of the initial GWP BEP20 token. In Phase 2, additional international marketing
campaigns will be launched featuring additional GWP tools and ecology projects. In
the ensuing period, more and more information about the GWP blockchain and the
entire ecosystem will come to light.

Increasing media presence.
More ecology projects.
GWP community programs.

Phase 3 / GWP Blockhain & Ecosystem /

Integration of existing GWP ecology projects into the GWP blockchain. Detailed
information on the operation of the GWP blockchain and ecosystem. Additional
marketing campaigns will be launched about future GWP events and projects.
During this period, many new features will emerge and the focus will be on the future
potential of the GWP community. Central education and full support for GWP
ecosystem actors.

Enhancing media appearance.
GWP community programs, multiple locations.
Additional tokens, NFTs, DAOs and ecology projects.
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Vision
According to our plans, the first ecology projects will start in 2022 and the second
phase of tokenization will be completed. During this period, our goal is clearly to
produce the green energy needed for crypto mining. From the very first project, we
provide many crypto miners with the opportunity to operate their mining machines
with cheap and green electricity using GWP tokens.

As the high price of electricity is a problem in most countries, we expect that there will
be miners from many countries who place machines in GWP server centers. This
necessitates the introduction of a number of additional services, such as continuous
monitoring, remote control, or on-demand maintenance.

Therefore, GWP Support will be launched with Project 1, which will provide maximum
professional support for all issues that arise, so that mining machine owners can
operate their machines in our centers without any problems. We consider it important
that miners should be able to operate their mining machines in a legal, safe, guarded
location in all cases, supported by appropriate contracts.

The next big milestone in the life of the Green Watt Project is the launch of the GWP
blockchain. In this phase, we plan to provide green energy even more widely, and
due to the flexibility of the block chain, we can use additional, other functionalities
according to current trends.

At this point, several ecology projects are already underway and professional
management will become necessary, which will be fully solved by the introduction of
the GWP user-friendly dashboard. By then, all the necessary tools can be used for
the flexible operation of the ecosystem and due to the decentralized solutions, the
management of projects will be simplified, and more will be launched.
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Phase 3 of tokenization therefore begins with the introduction of the GWP blockchain,
but development does not stop, as the Green Watt Project is already operating as a
crypto community and provides an excellent breeding ground for further
opportunities.

We know that there is huge power and potential in the community, so we consider it
important to have ongoing online and offline GWP programs that give us the
opportunity to get to know each other, discuss current information, and present
projects that are in the pipeline or even in the pipeline.

The ecosystem will provide an opportunity for future projects to be managed jointly by
the community, led by credible professionals / NDP entitlement management /.

Speaking of the full functioning of the ecosystem, there will be no need to use
traditional corporate structures, as the projects will be run as DAOs, which means
that thanks to blockchain technology, the community can apply all major
management decisions correctly.

Of course, there will still be offchain operations, but fiduciary management can
provide an excellent bridging solution for this.
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Roadmap
We are prepared for planning and we know exactly when we need to focus on which
tasks we need to achieve in order. These key goals and preliminary events are
illustrated in the Green Watt Project roadmap.

Summary of Founders
We also need to pay constant attention to technological trends. In the future, in
addition to cryptocurrencies, the BIG DATA sector may be a relevant area of
operation for us. Nowadays, every single person generates more than 2 megabytes
of data per second. However, 80-90% of the data are presented in an unstructured
state, ie in different shapes and sizes, making them costly and difficult to analyze and
manage on an ongoing basis. Here, too, much of the cost, like cryptocurrencies, is
driven by energy demand.
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According to experts, the 4th industrial revolution has begun, which will result in the
use of a new, decentralized Internet, WEB 3.0. It is also known as the Internet of
Things (IoT). Furthermore, AIs have started to appear and robotics is gaining ground
in new applications. This means an incomprehensible amount of data. In 2020, the
amount of data in the world was estimated at 44 zetabytes. It’s easier to imagine
looking at calculations from Unicorn Insights that a person with an average download
speed would download the total amount of data from the Internet in about 200 million
years today.
According to current trends, the amount of data will increase to at least 180 terabytes
in the next 3 years, according to current trends. So we can rightly say that the
number of data is growing exponentially, as is the energy demand. In addition to the
green crypto trend for the Green Watt Project, this also provides long-term
opportunities and we believe that as a GWP community we can start working in an
optimal position. If we compare these options with our current positions and our
future options, it is likely that our current GWP token will go through a huge increase
in value, and then the GWP ecosystem’s main value measurement tool will continue
to be the GWP standard coin.
We sincerely wish the long-term success and results of all members of our
community and sincerely hope that the projects ahead will bring a lot of joy to all
participants.
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Contact

Website: www.greenwatt.io
E-mail: hello@greenwatt.io
facebook.com/greenwatt.io
instagram.com/greenwattproject
twitter.com/greenwatt_io
discord.io/greenwatt
patreon.com/greenwatt
Telegram channel: t.me/greenwatt
Telegram international group: t.me/greenwattproject
Telegram hungarian group: t.me/greenwatthun
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